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Introduction
Study of nanoparticles at atomic level is vital to implant their 

usage as a nanomedicine. As for effective drug delivery utilization, 
a size, shape, and density of nanoparticles along with their surface 
functionality are important factors and the kinetics of drug releasing 
can be tuned under the selection of the nanoparticles.1 Several studies 
are available reviewing the metallic nanoparticles’ scope in relation to 
various medical applications.2-4 Potential benefits of the nanoparticles 
are accepted in smart drug delivery and diagnostic systems along 
with coronary restenosis.5 Darren and Chithrani6 presented a 
comprehensive review on applications of nanoparticle in medicine 
by offering view point on visualization, diagnosis and treatment of 
disease under a variety of nanoparticles. Yang7 developed a novel 
biliary stent. Assembling of colloidal matter into a structure having 
meaningful characteristics will result into treat atoms and molecules 
as materials for tomorrow,8 however, for that, to understand dynamics 
of developing of tiny-sized particles at individual basis is the 
key.9 The development mechanisms of variety of tiny-sized particles 
were discussed where the role of van der Waals interactions in binding 
atoms negated along with phenomenon of surface plasmons.10 In 
suitable atoms of solid where electron-dynamics under conservative 
forces are dealt, their binding is by means of engaged conserved 
energy.11 The study of tiny-shaped particles developing mono-layer 
dealing localized gravity at solution surface is discussed;12 when a 
tiny particle developed in joint triangles, exerting force along slightly 
perturbed axis divided them at the point of connection. Developing 
tiny-sized particles and their large-sized particles under varying the 
precursor concentration is also studied.13 A tailored nano shape energy 
under tuned bipolar pulse resulted into convert monolayer assembly 
of transition state gold atoms into own shape and the triangular-
shaped tiny particles developed directly under unipolar mode of pulse 
polarity.14 Causes have been explored to tap such tiny-shaped particles 
in silver and binary composition as well while employing the same 
setup as for the case of gold precursor.15

Under the evidences of experimental results, the conventional 
binding mechanism of atoms and light-matter interaction is negated 
where the duration to process a solution for developing tiny particles 
and their extended particles is discussed.16 Solid atoms of electron 
transition, on impinging electron streams from the external source 

or under the process of synergy also, elongate or deform but do 
not ionize.17 Silicon atoms of neutral behavior when transform 
heat energy into photons of wavelength of current, they are related 
to photonic current when their certain density propagate through 
inter-state electron gaps of suitable wire.18 Origin of atoms to be in 
gas state and solid state is being explored establishing relationship 
in their force-energy behavior.19 Elongation of atoms in tiny-sized 
particles is taken place when the stretching of clamped energy knots 
to electrons is orientationally based, whereas, deformation of atoms 
is under the stretching of clamped energy knots to electrons in non-
orientationally manner.17 Therefore, modifications of certain behavior 
atoms under their inherently built-in scheme of electrons are the usual 
case. Tiny-sized particles mainly address to those atoms which are 
remained grounded (buried) at below average-leveled ground surface 
and their state is related to solid. However, their tiny-sized particles 
are developed at average-leveled ground surface when dealing certain 
transition state, so, their atoms deal exerting forces of surface format 
at electron levels.12

Modifications of atoms are under their elongation and deformation 
processes. Such modifications, in either way, don’t retain the original 
behavior of atoms in their tiny-sized particles. When atoms of certain 
elements are in their neutral state, they execute electron-dynamics 
under the conservative mode of force where transforming the heat 
energy into photon energy.11,18 Therefore, elongated or deformed 
atoms of tiny-sized particles don’t remain in functioning in terms 
of transforming the heat energy into photon energy upto the desired 
(expected) level. Again, exerting forces at electron levels for atoms of 
tiny-sized particles may influence a bit in fluctuating manner resulting 
into disturb the regularity of electron-dynamics, thus, their use for 
the certain nanomedicine treatment may be either effective, less 
effective or defective. As an example, a precise structure of tiny-sized 
particle maintains its stent application where that prevents the arterial 
closings, thus, keeps it open under the adequate expansion through the 
application of generated featured photon energy. Here, expansion is 
being maintained by the featured photon energy. The featured photon 
energy generated by the gold atom is different than that of silicon atom 
because of exerting different nature of electron-dynamics. Atoms of 
those tiny-sized particles might generate the targeted energy having 
different features because some of the atoms might deform or elongate 
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Abstract

Different types of nanoparticles (tiny-sized particles) comprising atoms of suitable elements 
are being used with coating or bare surfaces for various biological and medical applications 
including the stent ones. The author’s recent studies show that atoms of tiny-sized particles 
elongate or deform depending on the mode of impinging electron streams from the external 
source or the mode of process of synergy. Prior to those, atoms elongate under the influence 
of exerting forces of surface format when they are at the required level. But, atoms of 
tiny-sized particles report their certain impact when executing electron-dynamics. So, 
those elongation and deformation behaviors of atoms of tiny-sized particles may introduce 
the pronounced effects while their usage as nanomedicine application (or other) either in 
effective manner or in defective manner.
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not enabling the execution of electron-dynamics. Then, that featured 
photon energy can either be under-estimated or be over-estimated 
from the exact estimation. So, in the case of functioning of tiny-sized 
particles (or their atoms) in defective manner, instead of curing the 
disease, they themselves become the causes of disease resulting into 
worsen the disease, thus, lowering the survival rate of patient under 
the treatment. Atoms of certain elements deform or elongate as per 
available room in terms of unfilled states and at the point where no 
longer stretching of energy knots clamped electrons is remained, they 
start to erode.17

Such modifications of atoms become effective in making their 
tiny-sized particles defective or they work in less-effective manner 
because, the electron(s) at the outer ring of atom are not in their natural 
confinement and they are not delivering the necessary quantized 
energy (photons) in the manner required at (to) the point of cure. Such 
behaviors are quite diligent in atoms of tiny-sized particles belonging 
to elements known in their magnetic behavior or metallic behavior. 
In the case, where atoms of tiny-sized particles are functioning well 
in terms of their electron-dynamics, it is fine, if required level of 
energy has been pre-determined at the point of cure. Three different 
tiny-sized particles determining effective energy of photons are shown 
in Figure 1 (a-c). Three different destructive or less-effective tiny-
sized particles determining the energy are shown in Figure 2 (a-c). 
In Figure 1 (a), a mono-layer three-dimensional structure is bound 
to determine controlled behavior of force-energy (photon) per unit 
area. In Figure 1 (b), atoms of one-dimensional arrays converted into 
structures of smooth elements determining enhanced propagation of 
forcing energy (photons) per unit surface area, thus, its functioning 
is different from the one shown in Figure 1 (a). In Figure 1 (c), an 
ordered structure of tiny-sized particle other than shown in Figure 
1 (a) and 1 (b) determines different photon energy, which is in unit 
volume. In Figure 2 (a-c), all three different tiny-sized particles don’t 
show uniform distribution of energy either per unit area or per unit 
volume, thus, working as defective or less-effective nanomedicines. 
These tiny-sized particles are called nanoparticles because quite a 
large sized particle (>15 nm) is also termed as ‘nanoparticle’. For 
nanomedicine applications, the requirement of the size is in the range 
of 5 nm to 15 nm, in most cases. A forcing energy is related to the 
photon energy (Figure 1)(Figure 2).18

When atoms of tiny-sized particles don’t retain their original ground 
point, which is, in fact, at below ground surface, they deal transition in 
state where exertions of ground forces elongate them. Further details 
of elongation behavior in the case of tiny-shaped particles12 and 
in the case of standalone atom are given elsewhere.17 When tiny-
sized particles (their atoms) deal impinging electron streams or the 
process of synergy under different interactions, their deformation 
and elongation behaviors also deal the forcing (forced) energy but 
carrying (carried) by the electrons (or electron streams).10‒18 The 
atoms of tiny-sized particles absorb heat energy in the form of tits and 
bits where transforming them into the force-energy (photons), thus, 
those energies are supplied to the infected region needing treatment 
or doze and, also, where it is not possible in a natural sort of way. 
Under defective structure of tiny-sized particles or incompetence 
utilization of those effectively delivered energies at (to) the point of 
cure can result into unavoidable medical issues to the patient which 
may also not be cured under certain circumstances. Thus, those tiny-
sized particles or their certain number of atoms or even their single 
atom in a modified behavior may result into give a different result 
from the ones anticipated by the Surgeon or Medical specialist. Again, 
a bit fluctuating exerting forces for electrons disturb the regularity of 
electron-dynamics.

Figure 1 Effective nanoparticles (tiny-sized particles).

Figure 2 Defective nanoparticles (tiny-sized particles).

As a future direction, tiny-sized particles (nanoparticles) are 
replacing with the others in various fields of biology and medicine, 
working as nano-devices, where their atoms involve magnetic 
behavior, thus, releasing the drug load to the tumor or destroying 
unwanted tissue through heat as pointed out elsewhere.20 However, 
atomic behavior is quite sensitive where tiny-sized particles are 
known by their nanomedicine application as their electrons are 
highly sensitive to naturally exerting forces,19 thus, may cause effects 
unexpected and not thought while their use as a nanomedicine. The 
effects of exerting forces at electron levels in atoms of tiny-sized 
particles may vary a bit region to region and may be inevitable during 
treatment of the patient even in a sterile room made for such purposes 
and under the normally taken precautions. The energy-dependent 
behavior of atoms is recognized where exerting relevant poles forces 
remain in their neutral behaviors, they are with more clarity in the 
case of a carbon element, which originates several different physical 
behaviors of a gas state atom under transferring electrons of filled 
states to certain unfilled states.21, 22 But, how to control the behavior 
(s) of exerting force (s) which are influencing atoms of tiny-sized 
particles at electron levels is a main challenge. However, we can see 
and observe ice layers developing at the surface of water by itself 
in certain cold regions where water below the ice layer is in normal 
condition and aquatic life remains alive because of the not developing 
of further thick ice-layer as it doesn’t grow further on non-exertion 
of gravitational force. A gravitational force doesn’t exert at electron 
levels further because of developed ice-layer in certain thickness. 
Thus, the exerting gravitational force can be planned on similar lines 
to instate the required behavior of atoms of tiny-sized particles when 
using them for certain nanomedicine application.

Conclusion
Originating the certain scope of nanoscale materials for 

nanomedicine applications as well as for others should be based 
on the behavior of their comprised atoms along with the nature of 
executing their electron-dynamics. Such efforts to synthesize tiny-
sized particles and their applicability will lead into their controlled 
usage as per their requirement, thus, resulting into effective use and 
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with full confidence of medical doctor, who is, in fact, neither a 
materials scientist nor the one working on physical/chemical sciences, 
but the implications are being faced in the case of unsuccessful result 
of operation or treatment. In the view of above-said, scientists and 
researchers should research materials for nanomedicine applications 
and others in more planned ways by considering the original behavior 
and nature of their atoms, procedure of their structure evolution and, 
then, the scheme of structure evolution and, finally, the influence of 
environment (surrounding) during their applicability and by cutting-
down the financial interest as it is a matter of human health and life.
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